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WELCOME

This presentation covers the information presented in the Magellan Health 

custom training video “Working with Projects.”

For more detailed instructions, watch the video here:

https://www.kainexus.com/custom-training/henry-ford-health-system

ADAM DARNELL
Training & Enablement Manager
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How to Create & Edit Projects:
1. Click the green Create button

2. Select Project from the dropdown

3. Fill in the Required and Optional fields as needed. This will populate all of 
the information for your Project.

4. Click the bleu Create button to submit your Project. 
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Attach Files & 
Links

Click to Activate

To activate a Project, 
add the team.

Hover over the 
information icon next to 
the role titles to learn 
more about them.

Assemble 
a Team

Edit Any Panel

Click to Activate

Add 
Comments

View Timeline

Prioritization 
Score
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Nesting Items within Your Projects
Nesting items allows you to show the relationships between Projects, Improvements, and Tasks. Use Standard Work to nest all Milestones 
under your project at once.

Nest Items under a Project:

- Click the + above Team
- Hover over  Standard Work
- Select Correspondence Project

This creates 6 new Improvements nested within your Project - one for each Milestone. The first is in New status while the others are in Planned. Click the first to begin work.
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Begin Work on Your First Milestone

Dependencies

See which items are dependent upon the 
completion of this item. 

Activate

To activate this item, click Assign to assemble a 
team and determine a due date.
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Add Tasks to Milestones
Tasks

Break up this Milestone into smaller units of 
work using Tasks that can be assigned to 
yourself or others by clicking on the plus icon 
above the team.

Tasks can be added to Milestones AND to 
Projects.

1. Enter a title (required) and description 
(optional)

2. Select Active from the Status options.

3. Pick a due date (required)

4. Pick a Responsible person (required)

5. Add a team (optional)

6. Click Create
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Find Tasks on Projects & Milestones

When you create a task, it’ll appear in a new panel on the 
Milestone or Project.

To see all Tasks in a Project (including those from nested 
Milestones), click the Tasks tab in the Project’s detailed view.. 



Document the impact of Projects
1. Click the Resolution tab in your Project

2. Click the blue Submit Resolution button

3. Select that your Project DID result in a change, 
and enter what that impact was.

You can add numerical values to impacts that 
deal with cost of time savings.

4. Click Complete to move your item into the 
Complete status.

5. Select who you want to notify about the 
completion of this Project by searching for 
individual people, or selecting entire locations
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